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School of Medicine
Shares Profits From
Doctors Symphony
The School of Medicine will
receive one-fourth of the pro
ceeds from the Los Angeles Doc
tors Symphony March 20 in the
Pavillion of the new Music Cen
ter in Los Angeles. The Wom
an's Auxiliary to the Los An
geles County Medical Associa
tion is sponsoring the event benefltting the American Medical
Association Education and Re
search Foundation.
Proceeds will be divided
among the medical schools at
the University of Southern Cali
fornia, the California College of
Medicine, the University of Cali
fornia at Los Anegles, and Loma
Linda University.
Tickets on sale March 1 at the
ticket office (phone 625-3571,
area code 213) will be in three
price ranges: $12.50 for orches
tra and founders' seats, $10.00
for low seats, and $7.50 for first
balcony. Mail orders will be not
accepted, according to the ticket
office.
Mrs. Otto J. Neufeld, chair
man of the benefit appeal, is ac
cepting additional contributions
to the American Medical Asso
ciation Education and Research
Foundation. Gifts are tax de
ductible and sponsors will be
listed in the program.
^LL/jtmflfafi fcffr**V lji ****> T^fi-y !"*>-

able to: Woman's Auxiliary to
the Los Angeles County Medical
Association
AMAERF Ben
efit. They should be mailed to:
Mrs. Otto J. Neufeld, 3030
Chevy Chase Drive, Glendale 6,
California.

Support Available
For Biology Fields
A number of scholarships, assistantships, and fellowships
affording support up to $2,800
each are available to graduate
students in biology at Loma
Linda University for the com
ing year. Applications for ad
mission to the program and for
the financial assistance are be
ing accepted now.
The Loma Linda University
Graduate School department of
biology is now in its third year
of operation, offering programs
leading to both 'Master of Arts
and Doctor of Philosophy de
grees. Of the 15 students cur
rently enrolled, ten are at the
master's level and five at the
PhD level.
Specialists in entomology, systematics, parasitology, ecology,
mammalogy, plant physiology,
mycology, animal physiology,
bacteriology,
virology,
and
anatomy are among the 18
PhD faculty members involved
in the department's teaching
programs. Students may choose
any of these specialties for ma
jor concentration.
The department affords oncampus facilities for student re
search and opportunity for
study at its tropical biological
field station in the rain forest
of southern Mexico.
College graduates with suit
able undergraduate scu=nce
preparation may obtain further
information and application
forms by writing promptly to:
The Chairman, Department of
Biology, Loma Linda University
Graduate School, Loma Linda,
California 92354.

Program Details Finalized
For Alumni Conventions
One week from today the Alumni Postgraduate Convention,
sponsored by the Alumni Association, School of Medicine, will be
gin in Los Angeles. Closely following the APC is the AlumniStudent Convention, sponsored by the University and the School
of Dentistry Alumni Association, which convenes in Loma Linda
March 17 to 20. Most program details have been finalized, accord
ing to convention representatives.
"The Physician, More Than a student affairs." They are John
Technician," is the title of the E. Bottsford, Jr., '65, Lester L.
Rev. Dr. Paul B. McCleave's Mohr, '66, and Arnold R. Hud
address at the opening meeting son, Jr., '67.
of APC on Friday, March 5, at
The two classes receiving
the White Memorial Church.
special recognition at' the ban
Dr. McCleave is director of the quet are the class of 1940,
department of medicine and re
which is observing its silver
ligion of the American Medical anniversary, and the class of
Association.
1915, which is celebrating its
The annual alumni banquet, golden anniversary:
the social highlight of the
Alumni-Student Convention
Alumni Postgraduate Conven
tion, will feature James Z. ApDr. Fritz A.
pel, president-elect of the
Pierson, pres
American Medical Association.
ident of the
The banquet, scheduled to be
American Den
held Wednesday evening, March
tal Association,
11, in the Biltmore Bowl, Biltwill deliver the
more Hotel, will be preceded by
keynote address
a social hour.
of the AlumniAt the evening's program five
Student
ConSchool of Medicine alumni will
Dr. Pierson vention on
be recognized, one of whom will
Thursday,
be named Alumnus of the Year. March 18, at 9:15 a.m. in Bur
The four honored alumni in
den Hall.
clude Charles W. Harrison, '15,
A native of Stromsburg, Neb
Emma Hughes, '25, Philip S. raska, Dr. Pierson graduated
Nelson, '36, and Ralph J. from the University of Nebras
Thompson, '22.
ka College of Dentistry in 1917.
The name of the Alumnus of He is a member of Omicron
the Year will be withheld until Kappa Upsilon, the dental hon
the presentation at the banquet. orary fraternity, the New York
Academy of Dentistry, the
Three Students Honored
American College of Dentists,
and other professional organiza
Three students currently en
____________
rolled in the School of Medicine tions.
will be honored for ''distinction
in the quest of excellence" in See pages two and three for
scholarship, citizenship, and more convention news.
*
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'
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President Discloses Plans
For Ten-Year Expansion
Loma Linda University plans an 80 per cent increase in enrollment by 1974 and substantial addi
tions to its Graduate School offerings in the near future, President Godfrey T. Anderson announced
Monday evening, February 22.
At a special campus program commemorating the founding of Loma Linda University 60 years
ago, Dr. Anderson turned from the past to the future by unveiling plans for expanded academic pro
grams and enlarged physical facilities.

Missionary Meeting
Will Commemorate
60th Anniversary

Three Professors,
Newspaper Editor
Receive Awards

Added to the
(University's
1 academic and
professional
teaching pro
grams within
five years will
b. e
graduatelevel majors in
Dr. Anderson social work,
chaplaincy
training, and hospital adminis
tration. Detailed plans for these
new curriculums are worked out
now, making their introduction
imminent, Dr. Anderson told a
crowd at the University Church.
Other curricular additions,
perhaps farther in the future
but still within the ten-year pro
jection period approved by trus
tees, will include graduate pro
grams -in behavioral science,
communication arts, and phar
macy.

Three outstanding faculty
members and a distinguished
newspaperman were honored at
the first annual President's
Convocation of Loma Linda
University in the University
Church last Monday.
At the conclusion of his stateof-the-university address Uni
versity President Godfrey T.
Anderson conferred the title
"University
Associate"
on
James A. Guthrie, editor eme
ritus of the San Bernardino
Sun-Telegram. Guthrie, who ac
cepted a handsome engraved
plaque making him the fourth
person to be recognized by the
honorary title, entered his
newspaper career with the San
Bernardino paper in 1905
More Construction
the same year Loma Linda Uni
In addition to the $20-million
versity had its beginning five
in building construction now un
miles away.
Then Dr. Anderson conferred der way on the campus at Loma
Linda, the president said, actual
a newly-created faculty title
distinguished service professor construction will begin within a
on three long-time university few months on:
an addition to the women's
teachers.
residence hall to accommo
Roger W. Barnes, MD, de
date 200 more students;
signated distinguished service
a gymnasium to serve tem
professor of urology in the
porarily also as a campus
School of Medicine, has taught
auditorium, seating over
in the school for 40 years. The
5,000 persons for lectures
recipient of many professional
and cultural events.
and academic honors, Dr.
The Trustees have approved
Barnes is noted as a surgeon
and author of medical text
this projection subject to the ac
books and articles. A former quisition of necessary financial
chairman of the urology section support and certain other fac
of the American Medical Asso
ciation, he has put Loma Linda tors.
Further campus construction
University's emphasis on world
medicine to use in personal planned by trustees for the pro
jection period includes:
clinical aid to overseas coun
a wing providing new quar
tries. The citation accompany
ters for teaching programs
ing his honor called him dis
in nursing, occupational
tinguished as a teacher, healer,
therapy, and physical ther
author, and scholar.
apy adjoining the nineNamed distinguished service
story
medical center now
professor of neurology was Cy
being
built;
La Sierra Choir
ril B. Courville, MD, a member
a new men's residence hall;
of the School of Medicine fac
Performs Tomorrow ulty
a
new building to house the
since 1926. Dr. Courville,
expanding Division of Pub
internationally
known
and
re
A 48-voice choir from La
lic Health;
Sierra College, directed by Jo- spected for research and writ
a
major addition to the li
ing in his specialty of neuroann Robbins, instructor of mu
brary building;
sic at La Sierra, will appear in pathology, achieved distinction
an auxiliary building pro
sacred concert at the Loma also as author, editor, teacher,
viding more space for grad
Linda Hill Church on Saturday, and historian.
February 27 at 4:30 p.m.
uate study and research in
Raymond A. Mortensen, PhD,
the School of Dentistry;
The program, entitled "A named distinguished professor
a student-faculty center;
View of the Christian Life," of biochemistry, was cited par
will include the following selec
a fine arts auditorium;
tions: "Glory to God in the ticularly for his excellence as a
a new classroom building
teacher. On the university fac
Highest" by Pergoles, "Alle
for
general studies;
ulty
since
1938,
Dr. Mortensen
luia" from the Christmas Can
a museum.
tata 142 by J. S. Bach, "He Is is renowned among students
Watching Over Israel" from the and colleagues for the great
"Elijah"
by
Mendelssohn, care and thoroughness with The text of President Andersen's
"Morning Trumpet, an early which his classroom lectures address is printed on page four.
American folk hymn arranged' are prepared.
by Wayne Hooper, and a setting
of the doxology by Florence
Assets Exceed $26 Million
Jolly entitled "All People That
In
what University officials
on Earth Do Dwell," which will will be presented by David
termed a "State of the Univer
conclude the concert.
Newman, a senior theology ma
Three student conductors, jor. Choir accompanist is Jo- sity Address," President Ander
son contrasted the school's cur
Alan Blackmor, Cheryl Wright, Anne Ritacca. All of the sing
rent financial condition with
and Bell Perkins will also be ers are members of the fresh
featured. The devotional talk man class.
To page 2. col. 3
The seventh annual Medical
Missionary Convocation, sched
uled for Sunday evening, March
14, is the March event com
memorating the sixtieth anni
versary of the founding of Lo
ma Linda University.
James M. Crawford, DDS, re
turned missionary from Bang
kok, Thailand, will speak at the
banquet at 6:15 p.m. in the Uni
versity Cafeteria.
Missionaries who have re
turned to the homeland within
the past year, those who are on
deferred mission status, and
those who are on their way to
a mission field in the near fu
ture ar invited to bi: guests of
the University and the General
Conference.
A panel discussion led by G.
Gordon Hadley, MD, assistant
dean of the School of Medicine,
will explore new ways to ex
tend the denomination's mis
sions program. Other partici
pants in the panel discussion
include James M. Crawford, SD
'60, Ethel R. Nelson, SM '48,
Edward T. Moon, SN '59-B,
Olive N. Vaughn, SN '44, F.
Harriman Jones, SM '37, and
Richard A. Nelson, SM '51.
Students, faculty, and com
munity residents who are in
terested in attending the ban
quet may purchase tickets for
$1.50 each in the placement of
fice. Early reservations and
ticket purchases will be nec
essary.
W. R. Beach, secretary of the
General Conference of Seventhday Adventists, will speak at
the April 28 convocation, the
fourth in the series of sixtieth
anniversary events.

Scientific Programs, Courses
Scheduled for Annual APC
Scientific programs and re
fresher courses are scheduled
again this year at the 33rd an
nual Alumni Postgraduate Con
vention.
Outstanding national author
ities in more than a dozen med
ical specialties will report on
latest developments in their
entific assembly, March 9 to 11,
which concludes the convention
schedule at the Ambassador
Hotel.
Speakers

Speaker of the assembly is
Major General Floyd L. Wergeland, '32, USA MC Ret. Asso
ciate speaker is Robert F. Chinnock, '44-A, professor of pedi
atrics in the School of Medi
cine.
Other speakers include Har
old B. Boyd, '32, professor and
head of the department of ortho
pedic surgery at the University
of Tennessee College of Medi
cine; Col. William H. Crosby, di
rector of the Division of Medi
cine, Walter Reed Army Insti
tute of Research.
Stanley O. Hoerr, MD, chair
man, Division of Surgery,
Cleveland Clinic Foundation;
Alan P. Thai, MD, professor
and chairman, department of
surgery, Wayne State Univer
sity College of Medicine; Sam
uel A. Levine, MD, emeritus
clinical professor of medicine,
Harvard Medical School.
Samuel Specter, MD, profes
sor of pediatrics, Western Re
serve University; Donald R.
Smith, MD, chairman, Division
of Urology, University of Cali
fornia, San Francisco; William
F. Mengert, professor and head,
department of obstetrics and
gynecology, University of Illi
nois Medical Center.

S. Leon Israel, MD, professor
of obstetrics and gynecology,
School of Medicine, University
of Pennsylvania; George T.
Harding, HI, '28, medical di
rector of Harding Hospital,
Worthington, Ohio, former
president of Loma Linda Uni
versity; L. Henry Garland, MD,
clinical professor of radiology,
University . of California, San
Francisco.
Refresher Courses

Refresher courses in medi
cine, surgery, gynecology and
obstetrics, ophthalmology, or
thopedics, pediatrics, urology,
and religion will be taught by
faculty of Los Angeles area
medical schools and visiting lec
turers.
Information and forms for
timesaving registration are
available from Samuel H. Fritz,
MD, APC general chairman,
1832 East Michigan Avenue,
Los Angeles 90033.

BIRTHS
RUDDLE, Carl Dwight born
February 11 to Walter D. Rud
dle and Aloma J. Ruddle, ward
secretary, Loma Linda Univer
sity Hospital.
MAYNARD, Rachel Ann bom
February 12 to O. Jerry Maynard, SM '67, and Mary Maynard.
McDOW, Jill Suzanne born
February 12 to Ted McDow, SD
'65, and Georgia M. McDow.
The Vernier Radcliffe Memor
ial Library during 1963-64 spent
a total of $47,052.95 for books,
journals, and binding (1962-63,
$39,944.22).

President Discloses
Continued from page 1

that prevailing at its beginning
in 1905. Pioneer administrator
John Burden then gave his per
sonal note for $1,000 against the
$38,900 cost of the bankrupt Lo
ma Linda resort hotel and sur
rounding estate. University as
sets last. Dec. 31 exceeded $26
million. Annual operating budg
ets for all operations of the Uni
versity total'more than $11 mil
lion, rising each year, with an
average yearly operating gain
of $40,000, he said.
He reported smooth progress
in the gradual transfer of School
Medicine teaching and research
programs from Los Angeles to
the Loma Linda campus. The
move to consolidate all Univer
sity curriculums on the inland
southern California campus is
planned to coincide with com
pletion in 1967 of the $18-million
medical center-teaching hospital
now under construction.

Graduate Exams Set
For April 26
The Graduate Record Exam
ination will be administered at
Loma Linda University on Mon
day, April 26. Graduate school
students or applicants who have
not taken the test should secure
an application form and further
information at the Graduate
School office. Registration closes
April 9.
Students may choose to take
the Miller Analogies Test and
the Doppelt Test of Mathemati
cal Reasoning instead of the
Graduate Record Aptitude Test.
Students who desire to take
these tests should contact
Deryck R. Kent, EdD, director
of the Division of General Stud
ies.

HARRY A. DANIELSON, SM »60, and his wife Beverly, already the
parents of four boys, recently adopted twin girls. After receiving
widespread publicity in the news media, the family was invited to
appear on Art Linkletter's House Party. The coast-to-coast tele
cast and radio program may be seen and heard on Monday, March 1.

2 Alumni Honored
By Ob-Gyn College
John R. Madsen, SM '56, of
Glendale and Leroy A. Miller,
SM '58, of Chula Vista will be
installed as Fellows of The
American College of Obstetri
cians and Gynecologists at its
annual meeting, April 4 to 8, in
San Francisco.
The college, which was
founded to promote the health

and medical care of women,
accepts doctors who specialize
completely in obstetrics and
gynecology and who have been
judged by their colleagues as
competent and ethical physi
cians.
Furthermore, a fellow must
have graduated from an ap
proved medical school and lim
ited his practice to obstetrics
and gynecology for at least five
years prior to applying for
membership in the college.

Calling Physicians and Dentists to the
Arkansas - Louisiana Conference

1965 APC Scientific Assembly Program
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
HOUR
S-S-.30
7-8:30
8:30
9:30

9:30
10:00

Tuesday, March 9

HOUR

Wednesday, March 10

HOUR

Thursday, March 11

Registration
Speakeri Breakfast

8-8:30

Motion Picture

8-8:30

Motion Picture

PANEL
KEHUILITATKM
Moderator: Vernon L. Nickel, KD.
Harold B. Boyd, M.D.
Nik) B. Brooks, M.D.
Gienn C. Reynolds, M.D.
leiloii! That Mar
Mimic Protruded Umbar Dbc
Harold B. Boyd, M.D.

8:30
9:30

PANEL
SEDATIVES AND TRANQUILIZERS
Moderator: Harrison S. Evans. M.D.
Weidon J. Walker. M.D.
Robert F. Chinnock, M.D.
Louis L. Uinsky, M.D.
J. Leon Israel, M.D.
Monagement of Patient
wlfh tetteitin Failure
Samuel A. Levine. M.D.

9:30
10:00

10:00
11:00

8:30
9:30

9:30l
10:00

CLINICAL
PATHOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
W. Philip Corr,M.D.
Albert E. Hirst, Jr., M.D.

Arkansas-Louisiana Conference
P.O. Box 5848
Shreveport, Louisiana 71105
President Orville D. Wright, Treasurer Paul I. Nosworthy

Medical Indication!
lor Spfeneclomr
Col. William H. Crosby

11:00
11:10

PifclMMMtk Urinary
Trad Disease
Doueld R. Smith, M.D.

11:00
11:10

Differential Dlageosls of
Stlltary Pilmonary Nodules
L. Henry Garland, M.D.

11:30
12:00

Carcinoma of the Stomach
Stanley 0. Hoerr, M.D.

11:30
12:00

Pehlc Pain In Women
William F. Mengert. M.D.

11:30
12:00

Management of Difficult Labor
William F. Mengert, M.D.

1:00
1:10

MOTION PICTURES
Pancreatitis
Alan P. Thai M.O.

1:30
2:00

Surgical Problems of the
Esophigoflttfric JMctioo
Alan P. Thai M.D.

1:30
2:00

OcnparlMul
PilBoury Diseases
L. Henry Garland, M.D.

2:00
2:30

Clues In the Diagnosis
of Heart Disease
Samuel A. Levine, M.D.

2:00
2:30

Hlrsullsm
S. Leon Israel. M.D.

2:00
2:30

TbeMenarcke
J. Leon Israel, M.D.

2:30
3:00

Growth Failure
Samuel Spector, M.D.

2:30
3:00

Respiratory Distress
Samuel Spector. M.D.

2:30
3:00

Trends In Meed Transfusion
Col. Wiiiiam H. Crosby

4:00
4:30
4:30
5:30

PANEL
CLINICAL SHOCK
Moderator: leols L. Smith, M.D.
Alan P. Thai M.D.
Col. Wiiiiam H. Crosby
William f. Mengert. M.D.
Jerroid K. Lougerbeam, M.D.

4:00
5:00

PANEL
ANTIBIOTICS
Moderator: Roger W. Barnes, M.D.
Samuel Spector. M.D.
Arthur J. Riesenfeld, M.D.
Albert F. Brown, M.D.

Th. Scientific Assembly Program is supported by a grant from

Brand New

PARKVIEW TOWERS
47 Luxury Apartments

ELEGANT LIVING! FROM $715.
1 and 2 bedrooms
furnished or unfurnished
ADULTS ONLY
Lovely r,«creation area with pool
Air conditioning
Builtins
Parking
Beautiful drapes and carpets.
2 blocks from L.A. County Hospital
(2 blocks south of Valley Blvd.)

Phone 223-2056

4:00
5:00

PANEL
RECOGNITION AND MANAGEMENT OF
ANXIETY IN MEDICAL PRACTICE
Moderator: Harrison S. Evans. M.D.
George T. Harding III. M.D.
Benjamin Kovitz, M.D.
Robert A. Solow, M.D.

the MERCK SHARP & DOHME POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM

NEAR LOS ANGELES CAMPUS

1420 San Pablo St.

In Higher Education Today

EARN 6.1%*
with substantial

TAX BENEFITS
by a life income agreement with

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY

INTERMISSION
Flexibility In Choosing
Operation lor Duodenal Ulcer
Stanley 0. Hoerr. M.D.

Telephone 865-1483 Area Code 318

Have a Part

1:30
2:00

3:00
4:00

Jack S. Lucas, M.D., Medical Secretary
9412 Florida Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LouisuMeA

or call . . . collect: Area Code 504 924-5371

11:00
11:30

ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEONS

For specific information concerning area needs and
opportunities, contact

Psychiatric Findings
In Doctors' Whes
George T. Harding. Ill, M.D.

INTERMISSION

12:00
1:30

The sunny south is an open field for professional men
and we need you! There are tremendous opportuni
ties for conscientious Christian physicians and den
tists. Their influence is needed throughout this great
conference^

OPPORTUNITIES
Medical
suites
still
available in large medi
cal center. Great need
for ophthal., internist, gp,
ob-gyn., pedodontist, orthodon., oral surgeon and
general dentist. Excel
lent opportunity for new
comer in prestige area.
Contact: C. G. Byson,
1141 N. Garey, Pomona,
Calif. Telephone: (714)
623-4624.

Receive income guaranteed for
life
Relieve yourself of investment
worries
Enjoy the satisfaction of Help
ing worthy students gain edu
cational advantages

WRITE
The President

Loma Linda University
Loma Linda, California 923.54
* Current annual rate ba&d on
pooled investment earnings
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Dentistry, Hygiene Students
To Display 37 Table Clinics
About 50 students will participate in the annual AlAmni-Student Convention table clinics competition next month. Thirtyseven projects were listed this week as being sponsored by faculty
members in the School of Dentistry or in the Dental Hygiene Cur
riculum.
The entries will be judged by densation," by William C. H.
a panel of nationally known Outhwaite, sponsored by Lloyd
leaders in the field of dentistry, Baurn, DMD.
and the decisions will be an
"Direct Die Casting," by Alnounced at an awards dinner onzo D. Proctor and Charles O.
on Thursday, March 18.
Franz, sponsored by Melvin R.
Titles of the entries, student Lund, DMD.
clinicians, and faculty sponsors
"Patient Education Aids," by
are listed below.
Douglass B. Roberts and Ron
"Treatment of a Dry Socket," ald R. Mack, sponsored by Roy
.by Robert T. Connors and Albin L. Arnett, DDS, and Richard C.
E. Wiik, sponsored by Bernard Oliver, DDS.
C. Byrd, DDS.
- "Splinting and Rationals," by
"Teaching Machine," by Ron
Kelvin Su, sponsored by Roy L.
ald W. Curtis, sponsored by Arnett, DDS.
Earl W. Collard, DDS.
"Oral Exfoliative Cytology
"Quick Investing Technique," An Aid to Diagnosis," by Lane
by Marvin H. Fitzgerald and C. Thomsen, sponsored by Ed
Peter L. Tataryn, sponsored by win M. Collins, DDS, and Alvin
Simon W. Trenchuck, DDS.
V. Schiess, DDS.
"Temporary Splints Perio"Endodontic Post Technique,"
dontal," by Edgar O. Rouhe and by Stanford L. Wolfe, sponsored
G. Merle Hickok, sponsored by by William S. Seibly, DDS.
Richard C. Oliver, DDS, and
"Electric Toothbrushes," by
Roy L. Arnett, DDS.
Paul L. Coe and H. Ray Wal"Construction of a Prosthetic pole, sponsored by Richard C.
Crown Under Existing Partial," Oliver, DDS.
by William Kast and Jerry M.
"Surgical Flap Procedures,"
Wolf, sponsored by John O. by C. Robert Breckenridge,
Neufeld, DMD.
sponsored by Bernard C. Byrd,
"The Chroma Crown," by DDS.
Noel E. Kirkby, sponsored by
"Pedodontics and Practical
Kenneth R. Whitcomb, DDS.
Application," by W. Barclay
"Oil Painting Using Various Seibly and Wilbur E. Bline,
Techniques," by George E. Ly- sponsored by William W. Taves,
man.
DMD.
"Instrument Sharpening," by
"Darkroom I.Q.," by Marden
Robert C. Meckstroth, spon
E. Alder, sponsored by James
sored by John O. Neufeld, DMD. W. Redfield, Jr.
"Uses of Silicone in Dentis
"Unidrove," by Clelan G. Ehrtry," by W. James Nethery and ler and Laroy A. Seifert, spon
David W. Metzdorf, sponsored sored by Eugene D. Voth, DDS.
by Benjamin W. Oesterling,
"Cones and Lighthouses," by
DMD.
William V. Holderbaum and
"Nursing Home Dentistry," Carl D. Hempe, sponsored by
by William E. Newton and Lloyd Baum, DMD.
Ralph, A. Roberts, sponsored by
"Premedication Indications,
Lloyd Baurn, DMD.
Contraindications, and Value,"
"Dentarelator," by William by C. Donald Silver and John
E. Newton and Robert Kloster- H. LeBaron, sponsored by Niels
man, sponsored by John" O. B. Jorgensen, DDS.
Neufeld, DMD.
"Implant Dentures," by Lar"ATP Determination," by ry L. Dunn, sponsored by Wil
George E. Lyman and Charles liam S. Seibly, DDS.
F. Woofter, sponsored by John
"Oral Cancer Where, Why,
P. DeVincenzo, DDS.
Who?" by Ted D. McDow,
"Positive Action Gold Con
To next column

Lease the new car of your choice
... with confidence
You have undoubtedly considered the possibility of leasing
your next car instead of purchasing it. If you haven't done
anything about it because you still question the advantages
of leasing . . . now is the time to get that question answered
to your complete satisfaction. Our highly trained staff takes
a professional approach to leasing that will surprise and
please you. We're leasing experts, dedicated to serving our
customers in a manner that gives them complete confidence
in any business transaction they have with us. We're not
willing to stretch the truth, even a little, just to lease you a
car. If you're interested in doing business with professionals,
we're interested in you. Call us ... or just drop in, and let's
get acquainted.

BOB NEW, INC
736 North Glendale Avenue
Glendale 6. California
Citrus 6-1781 or Chapman 5-7716

Awards Dinner Set
For March 18
The awards for the winning
table clinics of the Alumni-Stu
dent Convention will be an
nounced at a dinner at Azure
Hills Country Club, Thursday
evening, March 18 at 7 p.m.
W. Ballentine
I Henley, LLD,
Jjs 4 president of the
" California Col
lege of Medicine
will give an ad
dress titled
"You and Your
Public."
D r.
Dr.Henley Henley is a
member of the
California, the American, and
the. Los Angeles County Bar as
sociations. He serves on three
hospital boards and on the board
of directors of the downtown
Los Angeles YMCA. He is listed
in Who's Who in American Ed
ucation, Who's Who in America,
and in other biographical ref
erence listings.
Judges
The judges for the table clin
ics competition are Fritz A.
Pierson, DDS, president Amer
ican Dental Association; Leland
R. House, MD, past president,
Alumni Association, School of
Medicine; John F. Steen, DDS,
member, Council of Dental Edu
cation, American Dental Asso
ciation; Dr. Ralph S. Lloyd, as
sistant surgeon general, US
Public Health Service; Herman
B. Maltz, DDS, president, Cali
fornia State Board of Dental
Examiners.
Dr. John I. Ingle, dean, School
of Dentistry, University of
Southern California; William
H. Barnett, DDS, president, TriCounty Dental Society; H. Mor
ris Gallagher, DDS, president,
Nevada State Dental Society;
Paul V. Long, DDS, president,
Arizona State Board of Dental
Examiners; Roger K. Trueblood,
DDS, trustee, 13th district of
the American Dental Associa
tion; and Edward F. Wheelan,
DDS, -president Southern Cali
fornia State Dental Association.

Table Clinics
Continued from col. 2

sponsored by Edwin M. Collins,
DDS.
"A Dental Hygienist's Aim,"
by Janice I. Hilde, sponsored
by Patricia G. Emmerson.
"The Sensitive Tooth," by
Judith A. Shawnee, sponsored
by Ralph R. Steinman, DDS.
"Tissue Culture in Dental Re
search," by Kirk E. Hunt, spon
sored by Donald E. Rounds,
PhD, and Edwin M. Collins,
DDS.
"You Asked to be Reminded,"
by Gloria G. Lloyd and Pauline
D. Davis, sponsored by Patricia
G. Emmerson.
"Gold Dent," by Jerry M.
Wolf, sponsored by Lloyd Baum,
DMD.
"Functional Generated Path
Wax Up and Gold Casting,"
by William H. Hardt, sponsored
by Melvin R. Lund, DMD.
"Laboratory Hints in Crown
Construction," by Robert A.
Neufeld, sponsored by Lloyd
Baum, DMD.
"Reliability of Crown and
Bridge Construction," by Rol
and C. Brockriede, sponsored by
Melvin R. Lund, DMD.
"How Valuable Is Your
Time?" by Marlene M. Schultz,
sponsored by John O. Neufeld,
DMD.
"Student Work- for the
Needy," by Marlene M. Schultz
and H. Ray Walpole, sponsored
by Lloyd Baum, DMD.

Dentistry Alumni News
WILLIAM B. JAMES, '57,
306 West Waugh Street, Dalton,
Georgia 30720, began practicing
in Dalton after graduation, and
LYNDON D. HARDER, '63,
joined him in July 1963. Dur
ing National Children's Dental
Health Week a class of first
graders visited their office.
Prior to the tour, Bill spoke to
the Parent-Teacher Association
and urged dental awareness.
WILLIS L. SCHLENKER,
'57, 512 West Line Street, Bish
op, California, tells of his fam
ily's enjoying a good year of
skiing. He, his wife LaVerne,
and daughter Cindy had a sixweek vacation in Europe last
summer.
DONALD L. PETERS, '61, 61
North Mulberry Street, Mans
field, Ohio, plans to attend the
Chicago Midwinter meeting
this month. He has been ap
pointed editor of the NASDAD
Journal for. 1965-66. His skiing
and skating and other winter
sports are a little slow due to
warm weather. He was a
speaker for a PTA group dur
ing Children's Dental Health
Week. His wife is finishing her
year as president of the LLU
Women's Auxiliary for Ohio.
HERMAN Q. L. MONTGOM
ERY, '62, 16 Market Street,
Bellville, Ohio 44813, is head
deacon, young people's leader,
and a member of the school
board. He has been chairman
of the National Children's Den
tal Health program for Richland County and is vice pres
ident of the Bellville Chamber
of Commerce.
ROBERT S. T. COUPLAND,
'63, 615 Greyhound Building,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, at
tended the first national con
vention of the Jamaica Dental
Association in January and had
a good time except for the sun
burn. 'He hopes to attend the
Alumni-Student
Convention
next month.
GERALD C. PENDLETON,
'63, 401 Main Street, Rockland,
Maine, writes that he is very
busy in his practice. He and his
family enjoy the rugged winters
as well as the beautiful sum
mers of coastal Maine. Their
children Mark, 10, and Jay, 8,
attend the SDA church school
in Camden. The family has en
joyed some wilderness camping
and plans more trips. Gerald is
chairman of the school board,
Pathfinder director, and a local
church elder.

JAMES R. EDMISTER, '64,
South Windsor Street, South
Royalton,
Vermont
05068,
writes that he has been busy
from the start. His family has
joined him this year on the
slopes. . Skiing has been poor,
but winter isn't over yet. He
and his wife Mary are helping
renovate the church. Mary is
the Home and School leader for
the ten-grade church school
(three teachers, forty-two stu
dents) and is teaching a course
for the girls in Personal Devel
opment.
DANIEL FREDERICKSON,
64, [222 Fairchild Street, San
Antonio 36, Texas, is a USAF
dental intern, one of thirty-two
in the Air Force. Next year
he will be stationed at Weissbaden, Germany, USAF head
quarters in Europe, and will be
there three or four years. He
recently had published an arti
cle concerning two case reports
of erythema multiforme, which
he followed while on the medi
cine ward for a month as a
part of the intern training. The
article appeared in the Journal
of the Western Society of Periodontology. His wife Mary is
working in the medical mycol
ogy laboratory at the South
west Foundation for Research
and Education, where they
study the use of the baboon
as a scientific research animal.
GERALD L. MUNCY, '64,
2nd and Bisbee Road, Warren,
Arizona, writes that his family
enjoys living in Warren. The
weather is really great. The
church there is small so they all '
have quite a few jobs. He is a
deacon and home missionary
leader and his wife Patti is in
charge of the cradle roll and
kindergarten Sabbath School.
Once or twice a week Gerald
manages to make it to the golf
course, and he enjoys going to
Rotary Club. Patti has joined
the Junior Women's Club.
The children, Gary and Jill,
are getting to the place where
they really enjoy each other's
company. Gary likes living
next to the office so he can
come in once in a while and give
the patients a running com
mentary. With advertising like
that things are going quite well.
An orthodontist is planning to
come down once a week from
Tucson and practice in his extra
pperatory. He writes that they'd
love to have anyone coming
through that way stop and see
them,
To page 6, col. 4

Jjonta JCinda Jiotel

One block from University and medical center.
Refrigerated air conditioning Free TV Room
telephones. Free continental breakfast.
Make your reservations by mail or phone.
Telephone: 796-0261

.Moving.
c4cro** tke Street
&
or c4cro££ tke Jiation?

FOB BENT

One-bedroom
apartments
furnished. Two pools. Mayberry Manor, 796-0314.
Two-bedroom
apartments
with dishwasher. New. Un
furnished. 796-0314.
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FOB SALE: 3-bedroom house, 1
bath, wall-to-wall carpeting in din
ing and living rooms. Detached
double car garage. Fenced back
yard. Two miles from University.
Payments could be less than rent!
Call (714) 796-5631 or write Owner,
25841 Looms Verdes Street, Bedlands, Calif. Would consider trade
for property in or around Glendale
area.

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE
The moving company with 18 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.

Box 226, St. Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 201, Loma Linda
Phone PY 6-0228

"Descant on an Academic Theme"
An address given by Godfrey T. Ander
sen, PhD, president of Loma Linda Uni
versity, at the first annual President's
Convocation February 22, 1965, in the
University Church, Loma Linda.
This is the second event in this sixtieth anni
versary year of the founding of Loma Linda Uni
versity. It is planned to bring you a short survey
of our beginnings, a resume of our current posi
tion, and a projection of our hopes and dreams
for this institution in the immediate years ahead.
Conceived in a far-sighted vision, born in strug
gles of financial frustration, nursed through an
infancy of austerity to a sturdy growth and de
velopment, we now find ourselves in a period of
extension and maturation which should estab
lish securely our place in the educational system
of our community, state, and nation, as well as
our church.
To view these beginnings in the perspective
of their historical epoch let us briefly glance
back to the year 1905, which marked the hum
ble beginnings of what we know today as Loma
Linda University.
On March 4 of that year Theodore Roosevelt,
the apostle of the strenuous life, was inaugur
ated for his first full term as the elected Pres
ident of the United States. The newspaper
headlines of May 26, 1905, the day we cele
brate as Founder's Day, carried the news that
the Russian navy was steaming to meet that of
Japan for a critical battle in the historically
significant Russo-Japanese War. On the follow
ing day they met, and the Russian navy was
destroyed by that of Japan, with a loss of more
than 10,000 Russian lives and fewer than 1,000
Japanese lives.
Although modern science and invention were
only beginning to make a contribution to the
comfort and convenience of life sixty years ago,
we find that the number of automobiles had
reached 78,000 in 1905 as compared to only
300 a decade earlier. Here in California cars
were appearing on the roads with their wom
en passengers in large dusters and hats tied
down with veils. Gasoline sold for twelve
cents a gallon, and the speed limit in San Bernardino was six miles an hour.
Social ferment was stirring across the land.
The Supreme Court ruled that the states could
not pass laws limiting the number of hours in
a' working day. Although not many women
had been gainfully employed in industry before
that time, the number was growing; and the
popular song that year was "Everybody Works
but Father," a humorous reference to the fact
that in some places women were displacing
men. Women were not only asking a larger
place in the world's industrial and business
world; they wanted the vote. In the April 1905
Ladies Home Journal Grover Cleveland wrote
an article on this in which he said that "sensi
ble and responsible women do not want to
vote. The relative positions to be assumed by
men and women in the workings out of our
civilization were assigned long ago by a higher
intelligence than ours."

Area Population Growth
The population of San Bernardino at that
time was 15,000. Redlands was a little more
than a third as large; but its population more
than doubled in the first decade of the 1900's,
reaching over 10,000 by 1910. Southern Cali
fornia had become a promised land for those
with health problems and witnessed a healthrush in this period. Patients from the North
and East who were troubled with asthma sought
relief near the coast, and sufferers from tuber
culosis felt that they improved in the inland
areas with the almost invariable sunshine and
higher altitudes. For this reason many health
resort towns grew and flourished in this part of
the state. It is estimated that one-fourth of the
entire population at the turn of the century
had come for health reasons.
This San Bernardino Valley area was sparsely
occupied until 1885, when the .new railroad
brought active life to the small community of
San Bernardino. Nearby on a hilltop overlook
ing the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks a group
of promoters planned to build a resort com
munity to be named Mound City. After invest
ing $40,000 in a resort hotel on the hill the
promoters found that real estate values had
dropped, and sold the property to a group of
doctors and businessmen for $15,000. These
developed the estate further, investing $155,000
in all. But the place did not fill, and it was
finally left with a single caretaker; and the
hill became known for a time as "Lonesome
Linda."
In 1904 the place was discovered by a Sev
enth-day Adventist minister
administrator,
John Burden, who was scouting for a location
for a new health institution; but the asking
price was far too high for his little group to
consider. Early in May 1905 the owners of
the Loma Linda estate, hard pressed for money,
offered to accept $40,000
discounted to
$38,900 for cash
for the place. With no
firm commitment on the part of the church,
but with convktion that the property should be
secured, John* Burden on May 26 gave his
personal note for $1,000 for an option. Three
months later the Loma Linda Sanitarium was
incorporated; and by November thirty-five
workers, including doctors and nurses, were
prepared to welcome patients.

"A Delightful Spot"
The first small brochure put out with infor
mation about the new Sanitarium stated that
it was a "delightful spot for the over-worked
businessman to spend a few weeks. It is an
Eden of repose for the nervous woman who
seeks rest from the burdens of society, or the
cares of the home."
It is also interesting to read the list of
prices for stay and care at the Sanitarium. In
1905 the rates included medical attention, table
board, and regular treatment twice a day in the
treatment rooms. For all of this, a single room
in the main building or cottages cost from $16

to $25 a week. Board and room without treat
ment was $12 a week and up. A day or night
nurse for a ten-hour shift cost only $15 a
week. Unfortunately, today one could not-even
stay for a single day and receive medical care
meals, and treatment for what a week's stay
cost in 1905.
A well-known western author visited the
Loma Linda Sanitarium soon after it began its
operation. He wrote:
"The sanitarium at Loma Linda is one of the
best, and I have spent many happy hours there
both for treatment and rest. The management
is as near perfect as things human ever become,
and the air of kindness and friendliness through
out from the lowest to the highest is in itself a
pleasure and a comfort to meet with. We have
no desire to wish that any ... be ill, but we can
sincerely say that should any ... be so unfor
tunate, there is nothing better that we could
commend to them than that they, at once, place
themselves under the healing care of the physi
cians at Loma Linda."
This is the Sanitarium as we like to think of
it in those early days when the location was
still rural, the institution still small enough to
have the personal touch and, incidentally, a
light touch on the purse, as well.
In 1909 the first charter for the operation of
a medical school was granted, and the name
became the College of Medical Evangelists. The
name "Evangelist" did not denote in that con
nection an' exhorter or revivalist, but one who,
whatever his profession, spread the Christian
message through his life and personal ministry
to the suffering.

Flexner Report
The rise of the medical school is a dramatic
chapter in the history of the institution. The
odds were very long against this small school
ever reaching maturity. To begin with, this
was the time when Abraham Flexner was sur
veying the medical school situation in the
country for the purpose of making recommen
dations which would strengthen medical edu
cation. Of the 155 medical schools in the
United States and Canada, few were giving
adequate work. Many had no teaching hospi
tals or affiliation, and others had no laboratory
facilities. Of one of the ten schools in Califor
nia, Flexner's report stated:
"The school occupies a few neglected rooms
on the second floor of a fifty-foot frame build
ing. Its so-called equipment is dirty and dis
orderly beyond description. Its outfit in anat
omy consists of a small box of bones and the
dried-up filthy fragments of a single cadaver.
A few bottles of reagents constitute the chem
ical laboratory. A cold and rusty incubator, a
single microscope, and a few unlabeled wet
specimens form the so-called "equipment" for
pathology and bacteriology."
This scandalous situation across the nation
was attacked by a strict accreditation procedure
which graded the schools and closed down the
substandard ones. At such an unpropitious
moment as this came this infant, poorly
equipped, church-related medical school, aspir
ing to take its place among the qualified sur
vivors of the upgrading of standards. For the
survival of this struggling young school very
few knowledgeable persons had any hope.
When the accrediting committee began giving
rank to the medical schools, our little institu
tion was down on the list The fight began to
raise our standards in order to keep the school
operating.
Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek
fame, who had had experience in medical ed
ucation there in Battle Creek with the Amer
ican Medical Missionary College, wrote to Dr.
Percy Magan, an early administrator at Loma
Linda, the following advice:
"On my way home to Battle Creek I hap
pened to run across one of the most prominent
and influential members on medical education.
He incidentally mentioned to me that the status
of Loma Linda was up before the committee
at this time. Remarks which he made more
than justified me in reiterating what I said to
you in my former letter, that the future of the
Loma Linda medical school is absolutely hope
less. The medical profession will not tolerate
such a thing as a medical college under sec
tarian control. No such thing exists on the
face of the earth outside of Loma Linda. A
medical school to meet the ideas of the medi
cal profession must be purely scientific, stand
ing apart from theological or sectarian control
or interests. I am as certain as that I am alive
that the Loma Linda Sanitarium will never get
any higher recognition than it gets now. . . .
We had at Battle Creek a far better chance to
maintain a medical school than you can pos
sibly have at Loma Linda."
Nevertheless, in spite of these gloomy pre
dictions, the faculty and administrators of the
small College of Medical Evangelists continued
the fight to improve their education and to win
recognition. In 1917 the School of Nursing
was given initial approval by the California
State Board of Nurse Examiners, and in 1922
the School of Medicine won approval by the
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of
the American Medical Association.

Other Schools
Gradually, other schools have joined the
original two. The School of Nutrition and
Dietetics began its work in 1922 and offered
approved graduate internships in 1954. The
School of Medical Technology started in 1937,
and the School of Physical Therapy and curric
ulum in Radiologic Technology started in
1941. In 1946 the Graduate School began its
work, and in 1953 the School of Dentistry
opened its classes in borrowed space, waiting
the completion of its new million-dollar build
ing in 1955. Since that time several smaller
curriculums have begun to function
Dental
Hygiene and Occupational Therapy in 1959,
and Medical Record Administration in 1963.
All of these, together with the divisions of
Religion, General Studies, and Public Health,
make up today the total of our University, with
heavy concentration in the direction of the
healing arts.

Founders Had Vision
Into this optimistic and hopeful world of
the early twentieth century came this embry
onic medical-educational institution. Its found
ers, while necessarily beginning in a most re
stricted area and in a limited way, had a vision
of what the school should become. We have
yet to realize the fullness of that vision (which
encompassed a theological school as well as
liberal arts, in addition to the work in the
healing arts), but we have made progress and
under the blessing of God shall continue to do
so.
As an educational institution of the Seventhday Adventist Church the University is com
mitted to a program of education which has
for its aim the development of men and wom
en into mature, thinking, knowledgeable per
sons who are prepared to assume responsibil
ities in the work of the world, and to encour
age in others the wholeness which they have
sought to develop in their own lives. To ac
complish this the University must function in
the sphere of academic achievement and in the
realm of spiritual values as well.
There are a number of essential components
of a first-rate university. ^ These include a cap
able Board of Trustees, a stable and forwardlooking administration, a competent and alert
faculty, a serious and intelligent student body,
adequate facilities, assured financial support,
and an interested and supportive constituency.
Assuming the presence of all these, the uni
versity is a place where the search for truth is
pushed forward, and where error is exposed.
"It is," in the words of John Henry Newman,'
"a seat of wisdom, a light of the world, a
minister of the faith, an Alma Mater of the
rising generation." There must be a spirit of
alertness, adventure, and dedication. Heed
must be given to the Biblical admonition to
prove all things and hold fast that which is
good. And in this setting education is also to
be nurtured in the Christian tradition.
Now let us turn to Loma Linda University
in the year 1965, with its three-fold mission
of education, research, and service. It is a
humbling experience to witness obstacles which
once appeared insurmountable melting provi
dentially in the face of determined action. The
plan for consolidating medical education at
Loma Linda has now safely passed both the
point of decision, reached in 1962, and the
stage of physical planning, occupying more than
eighteen months thereafter.

In Period of Construction
At last we are in the period of construction;
and, to use the woodsman's idiom, chips are
flying everywhere. It is a good feeling. The
transfer of the medical school from the Los
Angeles campus is being made as smoothly as
might be expected. Not everyone, of course,
has agreed on all the steps which have been
taken in this transfer of activity from one area
to another; however, there is a united effort
in support of new plans for the School of
Medicine.
We shall always be deeply indebted to those
who have contributed of their very lives to
the successful operation of the school when
the clinical years were carried on at the White
Memorial Hospital and at the Los Angeles
County General Hospital. One of the many
factors which made the decision to consolidate
the school at Loma Linda so traumatic relates
to the large number of devoted men and wom
en who had given so much to the advancement
of the program in Los Angeles.
As of this moment, construction is well un
der way on the new medical center here at
Loma Linda which is scheduled for completion
early in 1967- This promises to be one of the
finest and most up-to-date medical centers in
our nation. Also under construction are a new
central power plant just back of the School of
Dentistry building and a new biochemistry and
graduate chemistry building scheduled to be
completed in the next few months.
Other projects recently finished include a
fifteen unit medical office building on the hill
to accommodate clinicians who are transferring
to this campus, making it possible to increase
the clinical faculty from thirty-five to sixty, a
new residence for the dean of men adjacent to
Daniells Hall (the men's residence hall),, as
well as alterations in the present hospital for
such things as the cardio-pulmonary laboratory,
cobalt facilities, and the expansion of the ani
mal quarters for research purposes.

Sound Financial Basis
Our friends from the business community
will be pleased to know that our financial op
erations have been on a sound basis through
the careful administration of those who carry
this responsibility. This is true even though
tuition charges in all schools provide only a
fraction of our operating income. The generous
support of the church, of alumni, of our com
munity friends, and other donors has made it
possible for us to operate each year on the
right side of the ledger with one recent ex
ception due to the unusual circumstance related
to the relinquishing of the White Memorial
Hospital and Clinic in Los Angeles. The aver
age annual operating gain for the past five fiscal
years has been just under $40,000.
Total current and fixed assets as of last De
cember 31 were in excess of $26 million, a
figure which will rise rapidly during the ex
pansion program planned for the next few
years. Currently the annual operating budget
of all units of the corporation is over $11
million and rising sharply each year.
Concerning curriculum development there is
much that might be said about each of the
schools and divisions if time were to permit.
The School of Dentistry, for example, moves
ahead in its program of research and in its
continuing study of ways in which the school
can help prepare its students to serve society
in the dental profession. Other schools and
divisions similarly maintain a steady and pro
ductive position at the frontiers of their respec
tive fields of knowledge.

Understandably, much attention has beet
focused in recent months on the consolidation
of the School of Medicine. Concurrently with
the unification program at Loma Linda, much
thought and study have been given by the fac
ulty to updating the curriculum in that school,
Every effort is being made to "phase out" the
old curriculum and merge it into the new one
in such a way as to avoid any serious educa
tional disturbance, and to fit teaching together
effectively with the logistic problems involved
in the geographic transition of the school.
In addition to these curriculum develop
ments a Trustee-administration study committee
meeting for the past two years has proposed
several new academic and professional pro
grams to be added in the near future. The
Trustees have approved this ten-year projec
tion subject to the acquisition of necessary fin
ancial support and certain other factors.
Included in the plan for the next five years
are new graduate-level teaching programs in
social work, chaplaincy training, and hospital
administration. Detailed planning for these
new programs has already been accomplished
by the administration. Somewhat farther into
the future are proposed new programs in be
havioral science, communication arts, and phar
macy. Still others will be added as circum
stances warrant

2,000 Students Planned
Loma Linda University will meet, to the
full measure of its ability, the increasingly
complex and diversified needs of its constitu
ency and of society. To meet these needs, the
University must plan for an enrollment by
1974 of about 2,000 students, according to the
Trustee projection. This is an 80 per cent in
crease over the present student population.
Important additions to campus facilities have
also been forseen by the Trustee and adminis
trative planners. Two of the most pressing
needs are now in the process of being met. The
first is an addition to the women's residence Ml
which will provide for two hundred additional
girls. Most of these will be students in the
School of Nursing who will be transferring to
this campus from our Los Angeles campus by
1967. The second is a gymnasium which will
be used also temporarily as an auditorium.
This is being provided by a group of church
laymen known as the Board of Councillors. It
will provide much-needed recreational facilities
for both students and faculty, and as an audi
torium where various cultural programs can he
presented since it will seat over 5,000.
The projection approved by the Board of
Trustees includes, in addition to these two cur
rently authorized projects, a wing adjoining
the new medical center to house the Schools of
Nursing and Physical Therapy and the Occu
pational Therapy Curiculum, a new residence
hall for men, a building to house our emerg
ing Division of Public Health, another addi
tion to the library, and an'expansion of the
School of Dentistry to provide additional space
for research and graduate work in dentistry.
Beyond these there are projected a studentfaculty center, a general studies building, a
fine arts auditorium, and a museum.
Many of these projects, of course, will be
contingent upon the availability of financial
support; and we invite our friends in the area
and elsewhere to remember us and our needs
in their planned program of giving to worthy
causes. We may recall, as one minister did
when he made an appeal for a substantial of
fering, that the love of money is the root of
all evil, that you can't take it with you, and
that such contributions are tax deductible.
We feel that another important feature of
our institution deserves mention. We have a
cosmopolitan student body with an enrollment
of approximately 1,100, made up of students
from three-quarters of the states and from ap
proximately twenty other countries. Almost half
of our alumni have gone out to serve in other
states and foreign countries where the medial
needs are greater than in California. Approxi
mately ten per cent of our graduates have
served or are now serving in overseas assign
ments.

Mission Service Emphasized
We are contributing to the staffing of Vellore Christian Medical College near Madras,
India. Several of our faculty are serving in
medical institutions in Taiwan, Manila, and
Bangkok while they carry appointments in our
School of Medicine; and through them and by
periodic visits to these institutions assistance is
given to the upgrading of the quality of their
programs. Recently we have entered upon an
affiliation with Middle East College at Beirut,
Lebanon. Our students are encouraged to
spend at least one quarter in getting firsthand
experience in medical mission hospitals and
clinics overseas. All of this reflects a view
point of interest and concern in people of all
races and nations, and reflects our conviction
that God has made of one blood all nations
of men on earth, and also the Biblical remind
er that we are debtors to all men.
As Albert Schweitzer has said: "A human
being is never a total and .permanent stranger.
Man belongs to man; man has claims upon
man."
Meanwhile, with good heart and fresh cour
age which is rooted largely in the interest and
friendship of you who have gathered here to
night, we set our faces to the future to do the
work committed to our hand, conscious of the
difficulties but confident of triumph under the
blessing of Almighty God. Nothing effortless
is among the good things that we covet. So
we go forward in the full knowledge, as ex
pressed by an ancient poet, that:
Before the gates of Excellence the high
gods have placed sweat
Long is the road thereto and steep ano
rough at the first,
But when the height is won, then is there
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Physicol Theropy Alumni News

Class of 1964 Successful
In State Board Exam
All 28 members of the School
of Physical Therapy class of
1964 who took the California
State Board Examination in
Physical Therapy passed the
test, according to Ronald A.
Hershey, educational director of
the School.
Most states require that
physical therapy graduates pass
the examination before begin
ning to practice. The examin
ation is five hours in duration
and is given in three parts:
basic sciences, medical sciences,
and physical therapy theory and
practice.
Those who passed the exam
ination are Edd J. Ashley, Larry D. Bennett, Don E. Berglin,
Karen F. Breckenridge, Velda
L. Bryan, Roy M. Conner, Dav
id D. Decker, De Etta M. Eisenman, Jesse Felan, Wayne Fox.
Roger K. Frick, Juanita W.
Funk, Marvin V. Larson, Jay L.
Neil, Galen A. Pettey, Shirley
J. Pommer, Leslie R. Reynolds,
Efren E. Robinson.
Elizabeth A. Rogers, Jack A.
Royal, II, Barry E. Saphiloff,
Donna B. Stilson, Jim H. Stiltz,
Lola R. Sutton, Dorothy E.
Turner, Neil L. Wagner, Darrell K. Williams.
Other FT Alumni News

In the February 12 SCOPE
a news note placed JERRY L.
SCHAUMBURG, '60,1850 State
Street, New Albany, Indiana, in
Honolulu, Hawaii. This was an
error, for he works and lives in
^Indiana. He has worked as a
staff therapist at Hinsdale
Sanitarium and Hospital, and
in the office of an orthopedic
surgeon in Hinsdale, Illinois. He
now serves as chief therapist
in Memorial Hospital, New Al
bany, Indiana. He and his wife,
the former Carolyn Sue Klasing, have three children. Jerry
reports enjoyment in doing the
missionary work which is pos
sible in connection with his job.
THEODORE T. TAGAWA,
'60, 2012-B Citron Street, Hono
lulu, Hawaii 96814, works in
Honolulu, and the article under
Jerry's name in the February 12
SCOPE applies correctly to Ted.
MELVIN A. ORSER, '50,
now works at the Atlantic
Physical Therapy Service in
Los Angeles. Following gradu
ation he worked at the White
Memorial Medical Center and
taught physical therapy for the
School. He and his wife, the
former Jessie Carter, have two
boys, one in college and one in
academy.
CHARLYE R. SMITH, '51, is
director of the physical ther
apy department and is a teach
er of physical therapy in the
School of Nursing at Montemorelos, Mexico. Before em
barking for Mexico he was di
rector of the Crippled Chil
dren's Center in Pharr, Texas.
He and his wife, the former
Billie H. Berry, have two boys
and a girl.
VIRGIL M. BALL, '51, is self
employed in Victorville, Califor
nia, but also does the physical
therapy at Barstow Community
Hospital and at St. Mary's Des
ert Valley Hospital. Prior to
going to Victorville he worked
at Kaiser Permanente Hospital

DENTIST NEEDED
To associate with 2 LLU
MD's. 3-operative unit
and private office avail
able now. 10-grade church
school. Contact J. S. Lu
cas, MD, 9412 Florida
Blvd., Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
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and at the Industrial Medical
Unit for the Kaiser Steel Com
pany in Fontana, California. He
and his wife, the former Maxine L. Patterson, have a thir
teen-year-old daughter.
MARTHINE BLISS, '52, is
employed at Kettering Memo
rial Hospital, Ohio.
ESTOL C. PRUETT, '52,
earned his DDS at Loma Linda
University and now practices
dentistry in Tracy, California.
He and his wife, the former
Fern Boyd, have two children.
Classes of 1953-56

WALTER C. CHUNG, '53,
now works in 3c-ray as well as
physical therapy in Hawaii. Af
ter graduation he worked in
Torrance, California, before go
ing to Maluhia Hospital in Ha
waii. He and his wife, the form
er Clara Soo Na Hong, have
four children.
LAWRENCE R. JOHNSON,
"54, is employed by the Loma
Linda University Hospital.
GILBERT B. WINSLOW, '54,
is chief therapist in a hospital
and a clinic in San Francisco.
He and his wife, Adele, are an
ticipating their first child.
MARY CATHERINE NO
BLE, '55, a nurse and a phys
ical therapist, has worked as
supervising therapist at Wash
ington Sanitarium and Hospi
tal, as assistant chief therapist
at Loma Linda University Hos
pital, and as chief therapist at
Paradise Valley Hospital, Na
tional City, California. She has
moved to Oregon where she
will work in a medical group.
ELLA WOOD WEBER, '56,
a nurse and a physical ther
apist, worked as a visiting ther
apist for the Visiting Nurse
Association in Los Angeles but
now is head of the physical
therapy department at Sunrise
Hospital, Las Vegas, Nevada.

Class of 1957

RALPH E. ALWAY, is as
sistant educational director and
assistant professor in the
School of Physical .Therapy and
also a director of the SPT
Alumni Association.
MARGARET AUSTIN
WHITE, remembered as Peggy
Cramer in the class of '57,
works for two orthopedists in
Washington, DC, and Arlington,
Virginia. She was employed as
a staff therapist at Orthopedic
Hospital in Los Angeles for
three years and as a therapist
for several orthopedists in Pa
sadena for three years. She is
married to Jack Edward White.
JAMES R. HINSON is chief
therapist at Florida Sanitarium
and-Hospital, Orlando, Florida.
He has worked at Hinsdale
Sanitarium and Hospital, Illi
nois, and at Hollywood Presby
terian Hospital as a staff ther
apist.
JEFF G. KINCAID has had
a variety of work in the Los
Angeles area since graduation:
Good Samaritan Hospital; pri
vate practice in Hollywood;
Valley Physical Therapy Cen
ter, Van Nuys; Beverly Com
munity Hospital, Montebello.
He now works at the Monte
bello Physical Therapy Center.
He is married to the former
Rita M. Rinaldi and has three
children.

CLASS OFFICERS for the School of Physical Therapy class of
1966 are (1 to r) Judy E. Jochums, social activities director; Robert
F. Sheldon, president; Kathy Shelton, secretary-treasurer; Gay
Willhite, vice president; Doris Babcock, publicity secretary; Lee
Greer, chaplain; Martha Severson, social activities director; Ronald
Combs, sergeant at arms. Photo by Ellis Rich.

ALTON E. LIBBY is an in
structor in the School of Phys
ical Therapy and is publicity
secretary of the SPT Alumni
Association.
Class of 1959

HERBERT R. PRUETT has
worked for the US Public
Health Service in Boston and
New Orleans since graduation.
HERMENIA DE GUZMAN
LADION, a nurse-physical ther
apist, now is chief therapist and
physical therapy instructor for
the Philippine Union College
School of Nursing at the Manila
Sanitarium and Hospital. She
and her husband, Samuel Ladion, have two children.
LESLIE W. BRECKEN
RIDGE married KAREN RUTH
FILLMAN, '64, on November 8,
1964, in Olivet Chapel at the
White Memorial Church. Kar
en's minister-father, C. E. Fill-

man of Laredo, Texas, officiated
at the ceremony. They will
make their home in North
Hollywood. Leslie works at
Wadsworth Veterans Hospital
in Los Angeles.
Class of 1960

GEORGE C. WALTERS, JR.
has worked at the Los Angeles
County General Hospital since
graduation. He spends consid
erable time in the various areas
of gym with emphasis on am
putee problems, acute neuro
logical and orthopedic prob
lems, hydrotherapy, and electrothrapy. He and his wife, the
former Norma Lee Acuff, now
have three children. Entomol
ogy is still his favorite hobby.
WILTON L. WYNN is assist
ant chief therapist at Washing
ton Sanitarium and Hospital.
He is married to the former
Rebecca Ruth Conklin.
To page 6, col. 1

LLU Students and Alumni

CAREER!
We don't have a single job
opening! But, we do have a
lifetime career opportunity for
a man with the ambition and
desire to get the most out of
life. There is a difference! A
job is a job . . . you put up
with it. If you're embarked on
a career, you like your work
and yourself . . . you're going
places and know it. New ca
reers are begun every day with
State Farm Insurance Compan
ies.
FOR COMPLETE
DETAILS WRITE TO:
I. E. TONE, Agency Manager
5930 Argyle Avenue
San Bernardino, Calif. 92404
STATE FARM INSURANCE
COMPANIES
Home Offices:
Bloomington, Illinois

PHYSICIAN NEEDED

LLU graduate wanted to
take over complete prac
tice including fullyequipped 15-bed hospital
in fastest growing area in
southern California.
(Newhall-Saugus area).
Contact E. C. Innis, MD,
601 Spruce St., Newhall,
California. Phones: office,
(805) 259-2190, residence,
(805) 259-0839.

HOME FOB SALE. 1,630 square
feet, 3 bedrooms, 2% baths, insu
lated, fruit trees, dishwasher, oven
and range, $16,500. Call La Sierra
688-9020 or write Leslie M. Chrlstensen, 11677 Carmine, La Sierra, Cali
fornia.

WE INDIAN CHIEFS KNOW
That after long winter by fireside with squaw and little braves, big
braves get tired blood! Needum heap big nourishment to build
strength for spring hunt and warpath. That reason we go on trail
of Worthington Veja-Links. Stockum up wigwam plenty good. Then
little braves grow plenty fast. Daddy Brave keep strong all winter.
Ready when great sky-fire again warm earth to rideum off on hunt
capture more buffalo hide, tradeum for more Veja-Links. Umm
Heap Good! And good for you, too!

WORTHINGTON FOODS INC.
WORTHINGTON, OHIO
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More Than Buildings
By Jack W. Provonsha, MD
President, Alumni Association, School of Medicine

A university is more than its buildings, its libraries,
laboratories, and classrooms, more than its faculty or
student body. It is more than its traditions from the past,
however rich and impressive. It is all of these as they
compound in the consciousness of the lives it serves.

The term university is thus rather one of process
than it is one of thing. It is a living entity and in keeping
with all life forms, it is involved1 in constant change and
growth. It never exists as simple place or as a present or
past congealed moment in time, and those who participate
in its life do so only as they become involved in its con
tinued development.
A major dimension of every university resides, of
course, in its product the alumni, who from their com
mon store of memories their shared perspectives and
loyalties are its living extension. Alumni may continue to
maintain contact with their school in a number of ways.
They do so first by incorporating the yearly increment to
their number and uniting them in loyal and energetic sup
port of their alma mater.

The alumni may relate by directing a portion of the
benefits they themselves have received back into the insti
tution and to those who follow them. They may also partic
ipate with their school in a continued interchange of ac
tual skills and information, both receiving what is new
and giving back in return what they have gained by their
own creative efforts and from others.
The Alumni Association of the School of Medicine is
happy to share in the life of Loma Linda University in all
of these ways. It is especially pleased to sponsor again the
annual Alumni Postgraduate Convention as an evidence of
its continued concern in the present and future success
of the University.

Guest Editoriol

MV
HILL CHURCH, Linda Hall
meeting, color film, "The Heavens
Are Telling," by Lovyl and Mary
Hagle: 7:30 pjn.
Campus
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Fellowship, Roland R. Hegstad, edi
tor of Liberty magazine, "Profiles
in Process": 7:45 p.m._
Saturday; February 27

Hour of worship,
HILL CHURCH
Pastor Wilbur K. Chapman, "A
Kiss . . . Not a Kick": 8:10 and
10:55 a.m.
Hour of
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
worship, Pastor Paul C. Heubach,
"The Redemptive Attitude": 8:15
and 10:55 a.m. The second service
will be video-taped and will be
shown on The Adventist Hour, Sun
day, February 28, at 9 ajn. over
KTLA, channel 5.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "The Tension of Pre
tense": 11 a.m.
Progran* by a
HILL CHURCH
choir from La Sierra College: 4:30
p.m.
Film, "Poland
BURDEN HALL
and Czechoslovakia," by David Benson, the fourth program in the art
ist and lecture series sponsored by
the University. Admission fee will
be charged: 8 p.m.
Sunday, February 28

ACADEMY CAFETERIA Mexican
dinner sponsored by Fairview School.
$1 for adults and 50c for children
under 12 years: 12 noon to 6 p.m.
Monday, March 1

Convoca
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
tion, T. E. Unruh: 8 a.m.
Anatomy sem
SHRYOCK HALL
inar, Dr. Richard Greulich, Univer
sity of California, Los Angeles,
School of Medicine, department of
anatomy, "Autoradiography: Key
stone Technique in Dynamic Cytol
ogy": 12:10 to 1 p.m.
Tuesday, March 2

Repre
LOMA LINDA CAMPUS
sentatives from the Alberta Confer
ence will be en campus to interview
students and graduates as prospec
tive workers. Supper in the cafe
teria at 5:45 p.m.
Wednesday, March 3

A School and Its Alumni
By Hugh C. Ix>ve, DBS

^^^ ^

President, School of Dentistry Alumni Association

After completing one of the many courses of study
which Loma Linda University offers, the graduate has
the opportunity to continue being closely identified with
his alma mater through the alumni association of his
school.

There are various types of alumni: talking, evading,
participating, paying. But each student and gradaute
should desire to be active, enthusiastic, contributing
missing no opportunity to be of service to his school's
alumni association.
An alumni association is not a selfish organization. It
is an organization serving yon and the University hi a per
sonal way. You, the members and potential members of
the School of Dentistry Alumni Association, are the Asso
ciation. Yon are its ideals, its goals, its programs, because
yon are its existence. It cannot be active without your
active participation. Your dues cannot compensate. They
cannot accept an office, cannot contribute news items and
articles for the Dentist, and cannot assist in countless
other ways.

If you aren't already an enthusiastic member of the
School of Dentistry Alumni Association, make a resolu
tion to lend your voice and support. To carry through
your good intentions, attend the Alumni-Student .Conven
tion March 18 to 20. If you have never joined, do so now.
Convention preparations are nearly complete, and
your growth and pleasure have not been forgotten. The
table clinics,, exhibits, and lectures will stimulate and ed
ucate. The weekend religious services will elevate and
motivate. The evening entertainment will broaden your
horizons and tickle your humor. And you wont forget
the opportunities to renew friendships and to develop new
ones.

PT Alumni News
Continued from page 5

ROBERT G. STODDARD
works at Sutler General Hospi
tal in Sacramento. After grad
uation he married Fayrene
Jones.
JUNE J. KIMURA has been
in cerebral palsy work in Sa
cramento and now in Los An
geles.
W. LEE CHARBONEAU is
chief therapist afrjs_Kettering

Memorial Hospital, Ohio. He
was previously employed as a
staff therapist by Veterans
Home, Yountville, California.
He and his wife, formerly Mar
garet A, Robinson, have four
children.
JACK T. THOMPSON now
serves at the SDA hospital in
Benghazi, Libya. He was em
ployed as a staff therapist at
the .Veterans Home, Yountville,
California. He and his wife, the
former Beverly Ann ICrussell,

Rep
LOS ANGELES CAMPUS
resentatives from the Alberta Con
ference will be on campus to inter
view students and graduates as pros
pective workers. Supper In faculty
rooms A and B at 6:15 p.m.
Midweek service,
HILL CHURCH
Harold Shryock, MD, "Home Life
at Its Best": 7:30 p.m.
Midweek
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
service, Merrill Enright: 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 4

Repre
LOS ANGELES CAMPUS
sentatives from the Minnesota Con
ference will be on campus to inter
view students and graduates as
prospective workers. Supper in fac
ulty rooms A and B at 6:15 p.m.
Friday, March 5

f

No

HILL CHURCH, Linda Hall
MV meeting tonight.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Fellowship: 7:45 p.m..

Campus

Saturday, March 6

Hour of worship.
HILL CHURCH
Evangelist Don Gray. "Needed: A
Good Samaritan": 8:10 and 10:55
a.m.
Hour of
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
worship, Pastor Paul C. Heubach,
"Three Men Meet Jesus": 8:15 and
10:55 a.m. The second service will
be video-taped and will be shown on
The Adventist Hour. Sunday, March
7, at 9 a.m. over KTLA, channel 5.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship. Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "You Are the Doctor":
11 a.m.
Monday, March 6

Convo
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
cation, George T. Hardlng, HI, MD:
8a.m.
Audubon Wild
BURDEN HALL
life -Film. "New England Saga," by
John D. Bulger. Admission fee will
be charged: 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 10

Midweek service.
HILL CHURCH
Pastor Wilbur K. Chapman, "When
Things Seem Hopeless": 7:30 p.m.
Mid
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
week service, Pastor Paul C. Heu
bach: 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 11

CLIFTON'S CAFETERIA, West CoFriends of Canada reunion:
vina
7p.m.

a 1963 alumna of the PUC
School of Nursing, now have
one child, born January 8,
^

'-'I

>,1"

Dean, Graduate School
Fourteen European churches, as venerable as the sixth century and as fresh
as the twentieth, with their monumental architectural forms, otherworldly en
closures of space, repositories of precious sacred objects, galleries of mosaic or
fresco or stained glass the "splendors of Christendom" are revealed in mag
nificent photographs by Dimitri Kessel and sympathetic text by Henri Peyre in
Splendors of Christendom (Edita Lausanne, 1964).
Understandably, this book exists
for its photographs, lush and lumin
formative and carries its erudition
ous as they are. On the title page Mr.
with ease and grace, it is not really
Kessel appears as author, the writer
a commentary on the pictures at all.
of the text being relegated to smaller,
A series of essays about the back
more modest type in the phrase, "com
grounds and styles of the churches
mentary by Henri Peyre."
that are pictured, it is complementary
From unusual vantage points,
to the pictures but it could, with
perhaps from precarious places a
equal appropriateness have been
spectator cannot ordinarily reach, this
printed with almost any other set of
photographer and his camera's eye
photographs of these churches.
often see with a focus and clarity
Finally, having read the text and
rarely possible to a beholder, and the
looked long at the photographs and
resulting photographs are arresting
put the handsome book aside, one
and strangely moving.
thinks about the questions it raises.
One who knows some of these
Beyond the pleasure and the. under
churches well may say, "This is not
standing it offers, on what does it
like being physically present in the make one .ponder? Maybe this: why
church; it is another kind of experi
splendors? Is it appropriate for
ence, but it is wonderful too." The
Christendom to be splendid? Are
revelation of details produces delight
these beautiful, sometimes lavish
and illumination. It is like seeing
structures, opulently ornamented,
through the eyes of someone who
gloriously enriched with mosaic and
has earned intimacy by long acquaint
stained glass, with precious metals
ance.
and priceless gems, are these appro
A carved capital from San Vitale,
priate for One who said, "Inasmuch
Christ in a detail of the main altar as ye have done it unto one of the
retable in St. Mark's, Eve from the
least of these my brethren, ye have
lintel of the north portal of Autun,
done it unto me?"
wood carvings of Pythagoras and
One must admit that in the shad
Cimmerian sibyl at Ulm, a marble
ow of these towering and splendid
mother and child by Bernini in St.
churches moved the neglected poor,
Peter's, the bronze archangel Michael
the plague-ridden, the ignorant and
by Epstein at Coventry these illus
the downtrodden.
trate that clarity and presence in
One can condemn the Chirstian
which the photographs may offer a
society that .produced these splendors
more moving experience than a visit
as having a torpid or unawakened
to the church.
social conscience. Confused and mis
The view of "the great golden guided, it may often have built
shell" which is the interior of Sancta
churches for unworthy motives, to
Sophia powerfully evokes a feeling
placate an angry God, to expiate
for that vast space.
crimes, to gain worldly admiration,
Some individuals are certain to
to outshine a neighboring diocese,
object to the very free use of special
to flaunt wealth and power.
effects* to dramatize or romanticize
Granted that all this may some
the exterior views. Sancta Sophia times have been so, nevertheless these
and St. Etienne at Bourges are pic
structures are eloquent testimony to
tured in very late afternoon light,
belief, to the conviction .that one's,
heavily shadowed and lighted with
most perfect workmanship and most
gold. San Vitale's brick walls are
valuable possessions and most beau- '
darkened and subdued in twilight
tiful creations were to be consecrated
while the windows glow with golden
as gifts to heaven.
light from the interior.
But the most tenacious effect of
And one arresting interior view,
Splendors of Christendom is not nos
that of the nave of the church of talgia, not a sigh for what is not,
Sant'Appolinaire in Classe, shows the but awareness that the buildings it
silhouette of an altar on which many
represents have still the power to
tapers burn while in the vault above,
move, and that they testify to man's
to dominate the dark interior, the
reaching upward, and to his endless
photographer's lights illuminate only
quest for meaning.
a great mosaic cross surrounded by
a circle of mosaic sky.
The impact of these photographs
is great. One may wonder whether
they falsify or at least exaggerate
the truth of the "splendors" they
represent. But, denied the impact of
THE LDMA LINDA UNIVERSITY NEWSPAPER
size, of the overpowering mass of
Published by Loma Linda
the buildings he portrays, the pho
University, an educational in
tographer must feel the need of aids
stitution operated by the Gen
eral Conference of Seventhcompatible to his craft which may
day Adventlsts, as a non
substitute for those qualities in ob
profit organ.
Circulation: 17,000.
jects that are unavailable to him,
Frequency of publication:
even at the expense of seeming now
Alternate Fridays.
and then to be more theatrical than
Offices are located In the
University library building.
faithful to his material.
Second class postage paid
The text of the book displays the
at Loma Linda, California.
setting in which these churches were
Regular subscription rate:
created. Not abstruse or technical,
$3.00 per year; 10 cents
it is a lucid document often con
per copy.
cerned with people, relating their
religious, artistic, political, and hu
DIRECTOR OF NEWS
man preoccupations to the remark
PUBLICATIONS:
able buildings in which ^ they ex
JERRY WILEY_____
pressed their faith and directed their
MANAGING EDITOR
best "gifts.
(Acting):
While the text is readable arid in-

JOHN E. CROWDER
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JACK H. SLOAN, '63, 401
Fifteenth Street, Paso Robles,
California, writes -that he's on
the board of directors of the
Red Cross Chapter, is bulletin
editor of the Lions Club, first
elder in the church, and junior
Sabbath School superintendent.
His wife, Doris, who is a dental
hygienist, assists at the office,
and is active in the Junior
Women's Club, American Asso
ciation of University Women,
is the church's" press and radio
secretary, and cradle roll and
kindergarten Sabbath School
superintendent. He says they
enjoy living with their children
and pets on their twenty acres
on "Molar Mountain" in rural
PasQRQbles. ^- . ...v .',-.,-.. ..-,

Contributing Editors:
Alice E. Gregg,
John Parrish______
Alumni News Editors:
Catherine Graf, Nurs
ing; Alton E. Libby,
Physical Therapy, Hugh
C. Love, DPS, Dentistry
Advertising in University
SCOPE must be University or
church oriented and must
meet standards of churchaffiliated higher education.
The University advertising
committee reserves all rights
to accept or reject advertis
ing. Rate cards are available.
Direct communication about
news, advertising, and sub
scriptions to Editorial Offices,
University SCOPE. Loma Lin
da, California 92354. Call 7960161, ext. 283, area code 714.
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Missionaries Send Thanks for Gifts
The School of Nursing Alum
ni Association receives many
letters in response to the gifts
it donates. Excerpts from a
few of these letters follow.
BETTY BAHR, '49, Casilla
355, La Paz, Bolivia, writes,
"Thanks a million for the gift
of .$150. The Bolivia Mission
had just voted to start medical
work in La Paz when your
check arrived.
"After praying about what I
should do with the money, I
was impressed with an idea. I
could give fomentation treat
ments.
"I had two mattresses, tow
els, sheets, and curtains. After
making some 'fomies' and im
provising a fomentation tank,
my husband made two treat
ment tables.
"A bit of cold cream was on
hand and soon we were ready
for business right at home. We
are well fortified with liter
ature, too, and this is distri
buted freely. All we lack is a
doctor now. We are enjoying
immensely what little good we
can do and we ask your pray
ers that God may bless this be
ginning.
"Again we thank you and
pledge ourselves to help your
kind gift fulfill its purpose."
RACHEL ANDERTON
PIERCE, GS '63 (nursing),
Mombera, Mzimba, Malawi,
Africa, writes, "I wish to thank
the members of the Alumni As
sociation for their thoughtfulness and generosity in thinking
of our needs at the Mombera
Dispensary. The sphygmomanometer and stethoscope arrived
duty free.
"Although bur dispensary at
Mombera has been in operation
only four years and our equip
ment is very limited, we have
done much in the community
to build good public relations.
The Malamulo flying' doctor
comes once a month to help
witK our more serious needs."
HELEN
HAMBLEY
YEATTS, '37, Wagab, New
Guinea/ reports, "The bag of
diapers and blankets that you
sent arrived yesterday. The
mothers really appreciate them.
Many, many thanks.
"Parents are gradually get
ting the idea of clothing (heir
babies. With the cool temper
atures that we often have here,
we marvel that any of the ba
bies survive, and many do not.
"God bless you for helping
us."
BETHEL WAREHAM, SN
'45, GS '59 (nursing), SDA Ma
lamulo Hospital, Makwasa,
Nyasaland, Africa, says, "We
were thrilled to receive the $50
for our chapel. Thanks so very
much."
The Alumni Association is
able to send these gifts as a re
sult of the rummage sales
which are held periodically. An
other sale is planned for March.
Your contributions of good, us
able merchandise will be appre-:
elated.
Questionnaires
The Alumni Association ap
preciates the response to the
questionnaires that were sent
out. Over 100 alumni have
purchased life memberships.
Others have contributed to the
mission projects and to the
School of Nursing.
Don't be a lost alumna. If
you have moved, please send
your new address to the Alum
ni Relations Office, Loma Linda
University, Loma Linda, Cali
fornia.
*

PHYLLJS NORMAN, '49, is
employed at Porter Sanitarium
and Hospital, Denver, Colorado.
Her husband Richard is work
ing on his dissertation for his
PhD in general speech.
During 1963-64 the School of
Medicine department of surgery
had 127 research projects and
127 publications.
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RETABELL LLOYD WARD,
'48, lives in Healdsburg, Cali
fornia, at 3211 Rio Lindo Ave
nue. Husband Johnny will teach
speech and English at Rio Lin
do Academy.
MARIA L. PETERSON, '25,
Brahegatan 46, Granna, Swed
en, writes, "I'm returning my
questionnaire and also a small
gift of $20 for the School of
Nursing and $10 for a life mem
bership in the School of Nurs
ing Alumni Association.
"Please forward $10 to the
University SCOPE and $10 to
the Loma Linda University
Magazine. I enjoy them both
very much. It is nice.to keep
in close touch with my dear
alma mater. Although I never
have been able to take part in
any of the homecoming celebra
tions personally, I am looking
forward to the great homecom
ing in heaven soon to take
place for all who are faithful.
"In the meantime I am hap
py to be of some service in
the church and the little com
munity in which God has placed
me."
MARJORIE WHITNEY, SN
'32, GS '57 (nursing), is now
vacationing in Loma Linda vis
iting her mother. In a few
weeks she will resume her re
sponsibilities as director of
nursing at the Port-of-Spain
Hospital in Trinidad. Her mis
sion service has included time
at the Montemorelos Hospital
in Mexico, Andrews Memorial
Hospital in Kingston, Jamaica,
and the Nicaragua Adventist
Hospital.
In speaking of a recent gift
from the Alumni Association she
says, "It was a most pleasant
surprise to receive $50 from the
School of Nursing Alumni Asso
ciation. The hospital will use it
to prepare a small library for
the students. At present the
students are studying in a hot
rbom In the maintenance buUding."

hand the work of Dr. DONAVON SCHWISOW, SM '52, and
his associates at the Chulumani
Hospital, and the group at the
Juliaca Clinic and Hospital by
Lake Titicaca where a shipment
of beds, cribs, and an incubator
had just arrived from Porter
Memorial Hospital the day be
fore I came. The dedicated
workers in Seventh-day Ad
ventist churches and schools in
Peru and Bolivia are doing a
marvelous work.
"But more than anything
else I was overwhelmed, hum
bled, and inspired as I sensed
the sincere dedication of BET
TY ('49)'and Karl BAHR and
the real love they have for the
people there and the satisfac
tions they gain from their work.
"Our weekend in Jamaica
was made memorable by the
Ed Heislers (ETHEL BLABEY,
SN '50), 27 Hope Road, King
ston, Jamaica. I enjoyed their
warm hospitality, their family
worships, the tropical food, and
snorkeling over a Jamaica coral
reef.
"We spent one wonderful day
in Nassau and then continued
the return trip to our home."
1965 marks the sixtieth anni
versary of the School of Nurs
ing. Plan now to attend the
homecoming on June 3.

MARIE KLEIN CLARIDGE,
GS '60 (nursing), died January
18 after suffering a fall which
injured her lower spine. She
was 41 years of age. Her fun
eral was in the village church
at Walla Walla, Washington.
She leaves her husband, seven
children, and many friends.
HAZEL BENNETT, RN, has
retired from service at Loma
Linda University Hospital after
being employed there for 38
years.

THESE TEN SOPHOMORE NURSING STUDENTS are second
generation students at Loma Linda University. Shown are (1 to r):
Front row: Gail Taylor, Karen Dybdahl, Dona Hannah, Lois
Dunn. Back row: Cheryl Maloney, Marcia Hamel, Cheryl Hutson,
Carolyn Davidson, Madelyn Klirigbeil, Carolyn Mock. The fathers
of the students are graduates of the University and three mothers,
Mrs. Euliel C. Maloney, Mrs. Martha D. Hutson, and Mrs. Marie
H. Davidson, are alumni of the School of Nursing.
Photo by Ellis
Rich.
Students and fellow workers
will remember her as a head
nurse and supervisor who not
only had a thorough under
standing of nursing techniques,
but who know how to improvise
when necessary and could,find
a ready answer to meet the
patients' needs.
Presently she is vacationing
in Nevati, Peru, helping her
daughter WILOMA, '48, who
with her husband, Elder Fehrenbach, are missionaries there.
Mrs. Bennett has the respon
sibility of teaching Rickey, her
grandson, grade five, serving as
chief obstetrical supervisor, and
assisting in establishing the
clinic.
JEANNE MIDDLETON, '30,
second cousin of the Man of the
Century, Sir Winston Churchill,
recalls with interest her fath
er's references to Sir Winston.
Jeanne's paternal grandmother,
Mary Jerome Hancock, and
Churchill's maternal grandfath

er, Leonard W. Jerome, were
brother arid sister. The family
has many clippings and photo
graphs of Lady Randolph Chur
chill (Jennie Jerome), Winston's American mother. With
pride they watched Winston
climb to fame as a statesman.
FLORENCE OSS DOSS, '46,
who has served in a mission
field for 10 years, was in Loma
Linda recently on furlough vis
iting her sister Myrtle and her
aunt, Mrs. James Oss.
Her husband, Pastor Norman
Doss, is president of the South
eastern Africa Union Mission.
Their son Gordon, 14, experi
enced his first semester in an
American school as he attended
Loma Linda Union Academy.
They left February 7 to fly to
Malawi. On the way they wiU
stop in Sweden to visit EILEEN COBB JUDKINS, '47,
Florence's roommate during
nurse's training.

HILDA BLOOMQUIST, '58A, writes from New York
where she is attending Colum
bia University. She has been
granted a nurse fellowship at
International House where she
lives near the university.
EVELYN DOMKE, GS '60
(nursing), enjoyed vacationing
in the Caribbean visiting a
nursing school classmate in Ja
maica, and then spending a few
days in Puerto Rico. She
stopped in Mayaguez to visit
friends and en route to Los
Angeles visited the New York
World's Fair. More recently she
joined a group of physicians,
dentists, and other medical per
sonnel and flew to Mexico
about seven hundred miles
south of the border to assist
with medical and dental work
for the natives.
DOROTHY MARTIN, SN '49,
chairman of the department of
nursing at Union College, Lin
coln, Nebraska, was a recent
visitor in Loma Linda.
Her report of her trip to
Central and South America,
where she visited classmates,
fellow alumni, and friends, was
fascinating. From Miami she
went to Guatemala City where
friends introduced her to native
markets and the highlights of
Guatemala City. Panama was
her next stop where at 2 a.m.
she saw two boats pass through
the locks of the Panama Canal.
An overnight stop at Lima gave
her opportunity to see things of
historical interest and renew ac
quaintances with friends and
alumni.
Of her trip to Bolivia Dor
othy says, "This trip I can nev
er forget. The two-and-a-half
mile high city of La Paz is
unique and fascinating with
modern shops and skyscrapers
on the one hand a colorful Aymara Indian women in ten
woolen skirts, colorful shawls,
and derby hats. What a con
trast between the Western cus
toms and the Indian traditions.
"Neither can I ever forget
the inspiration of seeing first

Fibre-free
H YPO ALLERG EN 1C
formula
Provides balanced nutritional values.
An excellent formula for regular
infant feeding.
An ideal food for milk allergies,
eczema and problem feeding.
SOYALAC helps solve the feeding problem of
prematures and infants requiring milk-free diet.
Strikingly similar to mother's milk in composition
and ease of assimilation, babies thrive on SOYALAC.
Clinical data furnish evidence of SOYALAC'S value
in promoting growth and development.
Protein of high biologic value is obtained from the
soybean by an exclusive process.

A request on your professional letterhead or
prescription form will bring to you complete
information, and a supply of samples.
Medical Products Division

LOMA LINDA FOODS
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
Mount Vernon.Ohio
Oshawa, Ontario-Canada
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Physicians, Specialists

FAR EASTERN DIVISION
THAILAND
BANGKOK: Bangkok Sanitarium
and Hospital. Orthodontist
JAPAN
TOKYO: Tokyo Sanitarium and
Hospital_________________
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
ADEN
CITY OF ADEN. (British Crown
Colony)

FAR EASTERN DIVISION
INTERNIST: Singapore. State of
Singapore. Youngberg Memorial
Hospital________________
OBSTETRICIAN-GYNECOLOGIST: Singapore, State of Singa
pore. Youngberg Memorial Hospltal__________________
INTERNIST: Tokyo, Japan. Tok
yo Sanitarium and Hospital___
INTERNIST: Bangkok, Thailand.
Bangkok Sanitarium and Hospital
SURGEON: Tokyo, Japan. Tokyo
Sanitarium and Hospital_____
SURGEON: Penang, Malaya, Pen
ang Sanitarium and Hospital
INTERNIST: Manila, Philippines.
Manila Sanitarium. In 1965
SURGEON: Singapore, State of
Singapore. Youngberg Memorial
Hospital________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
RADIOLOGIST:
Port-of-Spain
Trinidad. Port-of-Spain Commu
nity^ Hospital_____________
C-RTHOPEDIST: Mayaguez, Puer
to Rico. Bella Vista Hospital
NEURO-SURGEON:
Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico. Bella Vista Hospital
SURGEON: Montemorelos, Mexieo. Montemorelos Hospital____

INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
PUERTO RICO
MAYAGUEZ: Bella Vista Hospital_____________________
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
BRAZIL
BELEM: Belem Hospital______
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
LIBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventlst
Hospital

Medical Directors and/or
Business Managers

New Homes For Sale Or Lease
S BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS

$25,950 SALES PRICE
Choose from $wo floor plans, one with a master retreat,
shown above, the other with a courtyard entry.
Each plan features a separate entry, covered patio, fire
place, built-in range, oven dishwasher, family dining
room, and YEAR ROUND AIR CONDITIONING.
Located in Grand Terrace, this beautiful residential
area is just five minutes drive from Loma Linda and
within walking distance of the new Grand Terrace
church.
Furnished model and sales office is open daily from
noon until dark.
Phone: 825-6629

NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
WEST NIGERIA
ILE IFE: He Me Hospital. Medical Director______________
ETHIOPIA
DESSIE: Taffarl Makonnen Hos
pital. Replacement for Medical
Director__________________
TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
EAST AFRICA
UGANDA: Ankole Hospital, Med
ical director. Should be man with
experience, with considerable ex
perience In surgery

Medical-Radiologic
Technologists
NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
ETHIOPIA
Fllowah Hospital
_______
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
JJBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventlst
Hospital

Nurses
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
JAPAN
TOKYO:
Director of Nursing
Service and School of Nursing
1NTEK-AMERJ.CAN DIVISION
PUERTO RICO

MAYAGUEZ: Bella Vista Hospital. Need for two nurses_____

REALTOR
NEW HOUSES

RESALES RENTALS TRADES

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SALES SERVICE
1555 N. E Street San Bernardmo TU &0277 Open Sundays

Jl&ma

Realt

24867 Central Ave. (next to Frank's
Barbershop), Loma Linda
Phone: 796-0242

Three-bedroom house. $12,500, FHA financing,
Built-in kitchen, hardwood floors, insulated, newly
redecorated. Double detached garage. About 2
miles from University.
Income property, 1 mile from University. Two
2-bedroom units, one 3-bedroom unit. V/2 years
old. Income $220 per month. $23,500, with $5,000
down.
Three R-3 lots. $3,795 each.
One-bedroom house. Two blocks to University.
Ideal for couple. $8,500.
Rentals from $55 to $175 per month.
Ask about our Property Management Program
Serving Loma Linda for over 30 years

PHYSICIAN
NEEDEDImmediately in Beaver
City, Nebraska.
SDA
church In town, S hospi
tals nearby. Modern, fully
equipped clinic. .Net an
nual income over $25,000.
For information, contact
George W. Shafer Jr.,
president, First State
Bank, Beaver City, Neb
raska.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Excellent opportunities in
British
Columbia
for
physicians and dentists.
Conference eager to as
sist. Kindly contact med
ical secretary, Reuben
Matiko, MD, Box 10, Mis
sion City, BC, Canada.

Apartments For Rent
Furnished and unfur
nished. Rented by the
week or month. 24889
West Prospect, Loma Lin
da.

U'niversity

Dentists, General Practice

Dietitians

BRENTWOOD ESTATES

Linda

MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
LIBYA
BENGHAZI: Benghazi Adventlst
Hospital__________________
SOUTHERN EUROPEAN DIVISION
PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICA
ANGOLA: Nurse for Bongo MIsslon Hospital______________
TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
AFRICA____________________
KANYE: Kanye Hospital_____
NORTHERN RHODESIA:Kali?
boo. Yuka Hospital________
EAST AFRICA
KENYA: Kendu Hospital_____
SOUTH AFRICA
FICKSBURG: Malutl Hospital
KATANGA: Lulengele. Belgian
qualification necessary

Physicians, General Practice
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
SOUTH THAILAND
HAAD YAI: Haad Yai Mission
Hospital. Urgent___________
MALAYA

PENANG:
Penang Sanitarium
and Hospital. With surgical experlence________________
THAILAND
BANGKOK: Bangkok Sanitarium
and Hospital_____________
KOREA
PUSAN: Pusan Sanitarium and
Hospital________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
ARUBA: Self supporting
surglcal experience dealrable_____
BRITISH GUIANA
GEORGETOWN: Davls Memorial
Hospital_________________
PUERTO RICO
SAN JUAN: Self supporting
WEST INDIES
JAMAICA:
Andrews Memorial
Hospital_________________
MEXICO
MONTEMORELOS:
Physician
needed_________________
NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
EAST NIGERIA
NBAWSI: Northern Ngwa Hospital '
__________________
NORTHERN NIGERIA
JOS: Jengre Seventh-day Advent
lst Hospital.
Two physicians.
March. 1965_______________
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
PERU

JULIACA: Juliaca Clinic. Relief
doctor_________________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
INDIA
SURAT: Physician needed
WEST PAKISTAN
KARACHI:
Karachi Hospital.
Lady____________________
TRANS-AFRICA DIVISION
EAST AFRICA

KENYA: Kendu Hospital______
UGANDA: Ankole Hospital. Second doctor. Could be man right
out of Internship

MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
OBSTETRICIAN-GYNECOLO
GIST: Benghazi, Libya. Bengha
zi Adventlst Hospital. Staff physi
cian. Lady
Dentists, General Practice
MICHIGAN
BENTON HARBOR: Opportunity
to take practice of deceased dentlst___________________
EWEN: Replacement. No den
tist. Needed for upper peninsula
area. Office In medical dental
building
OHIO
CARROLLTON: Replacement for
deceased dentist. Modern equipment____________________
OREGON
MALIN: Suite available In new
Malln Clinic_____________
CALIFORNIA

SPRING VALLEY: New. modern
dental office next to busy medical
office In an established expanding
community provides an attractive
location for a dentist ____
SAN FRANCISCO: Opportunity
for association with Adventist dentlst___________________
SAN DIEGO: Dental suite in
building with Adventlst physician
ARLINGTON: In need of addi
tional dental service________
COLTON: Immediate opportunity
in building occupied by three
physicians_______________
REDLANDS: Adequate attractive
office space for rent or lease. De
sirable location near medical den
tal center ______________
JACKSON, SUTTER CREEK,
PINE GROVE: Need dentist for
large rural area___________
YUCAIPA: Dental office available.
Replacement. Good location

Medical Directors
CALIFORNIA

REDDING: Assistant medical di
rector. Replacement. Senior prac
ticing physician. General hospital
practice with some surgery; In
struction and guidance to two
other physicians of less experi
ence. Some administrative assist
ance to medical director. Im
mediate need

Nurses
INDIANA

MUNCIE: Four positions as In
structors at the Ball State Teach
er's College for 1965-1966. 1. Co
ordinator-Maternal Child Nursing.
2. Coordinator-Psychiatric Nurs
ing. 3. Coordinator-Public Health
Nursing. 4. Teacher-Medical Sur
gical Nursing

Physical Therapist
MICHIGAN
BAY CITY: At Mercy Hospital.
Candidate may or may not be cer
tified

Physicians, General Practice
KENTUCKY

PEEWEE VALLEY: Peewee Val
ley Sanitarium and Hospital has
need for two physicians one to
do anestheslology__________
VIRGINIA
WAYNESBORO. An excellent op
portunity Is now open to step into
established practice. Can associ
ate or set up separate office in
medical clinic building_______
TANGIER ISLAND: Replacement.
No physician_____________
TEXAS
:
PECOS: Urgent need for two Ad
ventlst physicians to come to area
NEW YORK
WELLS: Replacement for health
officer for city
IOWA——————————————
————
NEVADA: Two physicians retiring
from practice.
New Adventist
owned nursing home under con
struction_________________
SASKATCHEWAN
EATONA: New hospital and new
medical clinic available together
with relatively new home. Single
person practice
OREGON
MALIN: New Malin Clinic con

Service
structed by community has mail
provision for two physicians on
physician and dentist. Communitj
now anxiously waiting for tht
new facility to be staffed
WEST VIRGINIA
WEST LIBERTY:
for only physician in college t
MANITOBA
FLIN FLON: Hudson Bay
Ing Employee's Health
provide medical, surgical, obsfc]
trlcal service to members of tin
association. Accommodation anl
office provided at minimum cost
GILBERT PLAINS: Opportunity
for two physicians to 'work to
gether. Farming area
WINNIPEG:
House physician
with Interest and experience In
Internal medicine and geriat*
medicine for 400-bed extended
treatment hospital_______
MASSACHUSETTS
""
ALLSTON: Fully equipped offla
In excellent location in commu
nity. Replacement for deceased
physician
LAWRENCE:
Replacement
deceased physician
WEBSTER AREA:
Facilitta
made available by retired or de
ceased physicians
HOLBROOK:
Third physician
seriously needed_______
MICHIGAN
MENOMINEE: County wide opportunlty____________
JONESVILLE:Third physician
needed________~_____
EDMORE: Needed for growing
community. Office In new hospital
now under construction___
NEVADA
WINNEMUCCA: Need physician.
New professional building will be
built to specification_____
NEW YORK
GEORGETOWN: No physician In
community. Position as district
and town health officer and school
physician_____________
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO: Opportunity for one
who is Interested, to receive trainIng in allergy in office of speclallit
CALIFORNIA
'
HOLLJSTER: Twelve year prac
tice for sale___________
REDDING: Two staff physician
openings July 1. General hospital
practice and some surgery
RAMONA: Repeated call ol need
for another physician______
JACKSON: Additional physician
needed
NEWHALL: Take over complete
practice including fully equipped
15 bed hospital and office

Physicians, Specialists
PEDIATRICIAN: Jackson, Michi
gan. Excellent opportunity (or
specialist in the area______
PEDIATRICIAN: Virginia Beach,
Virginia. City medical society
seek services of specialist in fastest growing city in Virginia
PEDIATRICIAN:
Baldwlnsvllle,
New York. Need in the area
PEDIATRICIAN: Owosso, Michi
gan. Salaried position_____
UROLOGIST: Owosso. Michigan.
Need in the area_________
GYNECOLOGIST-OBSTETRt
CIAN: Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Needed for fastest growing area
In Virginia_____________
INTERNAL MEDICINE: Excel
lent opportuntlty for specialist
OPHTHALMOLOGIST: Schenectady. New York. Area has need
of specialist___________
INTERNIST: Early partnership
offered to internist willing to do
anesthesia for surgery specialist
and general practitioner

Personnel Seeking Positions
Medical Technologist
1. Prefers opening In medical
group In northern California

Nurse
1. Wishes office position in the
Bay area

Physician, Locum Tenens
1. From July 1 to August 15-30
Physicians, Specialists
1. OBSTETRICIAN:
Prefers
Denver, Colorado area
2. INTERNIST:
Interested In
New England area_______
3. SURGEON:
Seekslocation
near an academy_________
4. SURGEON:
In hospital In
srrjaller community In east or
southeast
__
__
5l SURGEON: Desires opening
near an academy

Health Educator
1. Wishes opening In southern
California

Secretary-Receptionist
1. Seeks position In dentist's or
physician's office In PhoerilxScottsdale area.
Experienced.
Available In March or April
2. Wishes opening in trl-clty
area
__
3! Wishes medical office In Loma
Linda-San Bernardlno area

